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SCHOOL ZONE-Workbook. This book is packed full of different activities to help your child develop

their skills while allowing them to have fun. This package contains one sixty-four page workbook.

Available in a variety of different age groups and different themed activity books, each sold

separately. Made in USA.
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The main reason I got this workbook for my son was the section on fractions. It begins by explaining

the diffrence between equal and unequal parts, and then illustrates fractions by instructing the child

to color certain sections for each shape. Fractions are shown with triangles, squares, circles, etc.

There is no computations with the fractions -- just activities to teach kids to recognize what various

fractions look like with different shapes.We put away the money pages for when he can count by

fives because they actually have quite a mix of coins to add up. Remembering the monetary values,

adding double digits, and working with various coins was just too much at this point in time...we

want to keep learning fun, not stressful. We will use the exercises eventually.The time section was

the only part that I had an issue with. Granted this workbook is suppose to be for grades 1-2, but I

would recommend this workbook for kindergarten level if not for the activities requiring the time to

be written out as "six o'clock" or "half past eleven." My son is still learning to read & write, but he

knows how to draw the hands on a clock in the correct positions, and how to write time in digital



form (ex: 3:30), so having to try an remember the words was a bit discouraging. Since he does very

well telling time with both kinds of clocks on his own, I told him what to write for the

fill-in-the-blanks.Eventually, we will move on to Addition and Subraction 1-2: I Know It! by School

Zone. I usually use School Zone to review what my son has learned in his Kumon and Spectrum

workbooks.

I bought this at our local store and really like it. I'm using this at home with my 5 year old since their

kindergarten class is moving a lot slower than expected. I'm using this along with the addition &

subtraction book. We've only covered the first section of this book but working with both, it has

helped my daughter relate math with everyday life when dealing with money. I would recommend

using this along with a general math workbook instead of it on it's own.

Great supplement which really helped our little one to grasp the concept of the material. A wonderful

aide in mathmatics.

my son really likes this workbook, i have never used any other books so i cant compare. good for

the money

Good practice workbook for review in summer.
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